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CONSTITUTIONAL NATIONALISM
IN THE FORMERLY YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC S

Robert M. Hayden
University of Pittsburgh

Executive Summary

Since the free elections of 1990, the various formerly Yugoslav republics have

developed constitutional systems supposedly based on the norms of democracy . However ,

these constitutional systems do not envision a polity of equal citizens . Instead, Croatia,

Serbia, Slovenia and to some extent Macedonia have each created a system of constitutiona l

nationalism, meaning a constitutional and legal structure that privileges the members of

the majority (ethnic) nation over the minorities in each state . These constitutional and

legal systems serve to institutionalize permanent discrimination against minorities, the reverse

of what Americans call "affirmative action . "

These nationalist constitutional structures are at least as oppressive of individual right s

as the communist regimes had been. As under socialism, the basic purpose of the state is to

advance the interests of only one segment of the population . However, where state socialis m

was meant to advance the interests of the working class, constitutional nationalism advance s

the interests of the majority (ethnic) nation . Just as individuals did not exist under state

socialism except as members of classes, they do not exist under constitutional nationalis m

except as members of ethnically-defined nations . In this sense, the post-communist transition

in these republics is not to a recognizable form of democracy, but rather to another totalizin g

system, in which state socialism has been replaced by state chauvinism .

The future of these states is not likely to be"democratic," for several reasons. First ,

most modern definitions of democracy view the protection of minoritiesas essential, and

these systems are instead premised on the permanent subjugation of minorities . More

ominously, since minorities face a grim future inthe state chauvinist systems ,they are

v



likely to rebel against the new states, as has happened or is threatened already :Serbs in

Croatia, Albanians in Serbia and Macedonia, Muslims in Serbia (Sandzak) and Bosnia n

Muslims from "Yugoslavia," Serbs and Croats from a feared Muslim-dominated Bosnia .

Thus the constitutional systems of the democratically elected regimes in the former Yugosla-

via seem likely to alienate minorities and to promote not democracy, freedom or peace, bu t

rather civil war and its consequent authoritarian politics, and thus instability throughout th e

region .

vi



CONSTITUTIONAL NATIONALIS M
IN THE FORMERLY YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC S

Robert M. Hayden

The results of the first free elections in Yugoslavia since World War II, held in 1990 ,

set the stage for the civil war that broke out in the summer and fall of 1991 . In those

elections, strongly nationalist parties or coalitions won in each of the republics . In Croatia ,

Slovenia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, and to some extent in Macedonia, nationalists asserted

anti-communism in order to bolster their appeal and their legitimacy internationally, whil e

the new Socialist Party of Serbia (née the League of Communists of Serbia) and the League

of Communists in Montenegro effected Ceausescu-like transformations, turning nominall y

socialist parties into openly nationalist ones .' Even so, electoral support for the victoriou s

nationalists was not particularly overwhelming .' The Croatian Democratic Union (CDU)

garnered almost two-thirds of the seats in the Croatian Assembly while taking only abou t

40% of the popular vote, due to a badly written election law .' In Slovenia, the DEMOS

coalition took 53% of the vote, but only as the combined total of six tiny-to-medium size d

parties, the largest of which received less of the popular vote than did the reformed Commu-

nist Party.

Once in power, the various nationalist governments faced a problem of combinin g

practical politics and nationalist ideology . On the one hand, since "democracy" was the

shibboleth for leaving "eastern Europe" and joining "Europe, " 4 meaning the European

Community, NATO and all other putatively good things, all proclaimed their "democratic "

nature. At the same time, however, the various nationalist governments had based thei r

election campaigns largely on chauvinism . Each promised to deal firmly with the loca l

minorities and to institute programs that would affirm each of their several republics as the

nation-state of its dominant ethnically defined nation (narod) . All promised programs tha t

would discriminate against minorities and favor the majorities : affirmative action for the

latter, "negative action" for the former . As basic elements of nationalist ideology and

political appeal, such programs could not be discarded . The political problem, however, was



the need to justify discrimination in polities that were ostentatiously "democratic," since th e

protection of the rights of minorities is currently considered an essential element of Europea n

democracy . This was particularly a problem in the Yugoslav republics since each wished t o

develop its own legitimacy in the eyes of the "west," thus justifying its secession fro m

Yugoslavia and recognition as an independent state . At the same time, in view of their less

than overwhelming victories in the various republics, nationalist parties had to seem to favo r

democratic politics in order to win support at home from those suspicious of the dangers o f

chauvinistic nationalism in a land where the memories of the civil war of 1941-45 were stil l

live . 5 Thus nationalism had to be clear to the faithful, yet in some way masked to avoid

alienating either "the west" or the moderates in each republic .

The solution found in the various Yugoslav republics was the creation of systems o f

constitutional nationalism, by which I mean a constitutional and legal structure that privileges

the members of one ethnically defined nation over other residents in a particular state . This

type of structure reflects an old tension in central European politics and thought, a point to

which I shall return . It is a departure, however, from currently accepted democrati c

constitutional norms, which view the individual citizen as the basic subject of constitutions . '

Instead, constitutional nationalism envisions a state in which sovereignty resides with a

particular nation (narod), the members of which are the only ones who can decide fundamen-

tal questions of state form and identity . As a mechanism for institutionalizing an unequal

position for minority groups within a polity, constitutional nationalism is an example of what

Stanley Tambiah, following M . G . Smith, has called "differential incorporation ." 7 The

dangers inherent to a polity that is so structured are clear enough : as Tambiah notes,8

minority resentment may lead to demands for greater equality which, if unmet, turn easil y

into demands for secession . The Yugoslav republics of Croatia and Serbia each manifest thi s

fissiparous tendency of constitutional nationalism : the overt nationalism of the majority i n

each has induced secessionist movements in the largest minorities (Serbs in Croatia ,

Albanians and [Slavic] Muslims in Serbia) .

Constitutional nationalism in Yugoslavia bears special study for two reasons . First ,

the Yugoslav republics provide examples of the manipulation of the mechanisms an d

symbolism of putatively democratic constitutionalism, thus affording opportunities to examine
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political doctrines that threaten the states that they are used to justify . Second, constitutional

nationalism, which is based on the sovereignty of an ethnic group rather than on that of th e

equal citizens of the state, permits examination of the cultural assumptions behind th e

concept of sovereignty in the context of central (formerly eastern) Europe . As such, it may

facilitate exploration of the reasons for manifestations of extreme hostility, to the point of

genocide, by sovereign majorities against minority populations within this region . Finally,

constitutional nationalism seems not to be confined to the formerly Yugoslav republics, bu t

rather to be developing in other parts of the world as well . Since constitutional nationalis m

discriminates against large, recognizable minorities, their resentment may make such system s

unstable and hence prone to totalization, repression of dissent and of civil society disguise d

as protecting the majority nation .

CONSTITUTIONAL NATIONALISM IN YUGOSLAVIA SINCE 1990

Constitutional nationalism is expressed in its most open form in the December, 1990

Croatian constitution . Croatia also presents a loaded political context fraught with nationalis t

strife, since about 15 per cent of the population are Serbs who remember well the genocida l

campaign against them by the "Independent State of Croatia" set up by the Germans but ru n

by Croat fascists in 1941-1945 . 9 A preliminary section of the constitution, entitled "Basi c

Sources," begins with an expression of the "thousand year national independence and stat e

continuity of the Croatian nation" and the "historical right of the Croatian nation to full stat e

sovereignty" as manifested by a series of states from the Croatian kingdom of the seventh

century through the conclusions of the Joint Anti-Fascist Council in 1943 and the existence o f

the People's (later Socialist) Republic of Croatia from 1947-1990 . It then states that in the

historical overthrow of communism in 1990, the Croatian nation manifested its "thousan d

year state independence and determination to establish the Republic of Croatia as a sovereig n

state." After referring to the "inalienable . . . right of the Croatian nation to self-determina-

tion and state sovereignty," the Republic of Croatia is "established as the national state of th e

Croatian nation and the state of the members of other nations and minorities that live within

it ." In all of these passages, "Croatian nation" (Hrvatski narod) has an ethnic rather than

political connotation and excludes those not ethnically Croat . These statements, which are
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formally symbolic rather than legally binding since they are in the preamble to the constitu-

tion rather than within the operative text, are accompanied by the symbolism of the repub-

lic's ethnically Croat coat-of-arms and flag (art . 11),10 and the specification that the officia l

language and script of Croatia are "the Croatian language and latin script" (art . 12), thus

excluding the Serbian dialects and the Cyrillic alphabet customarily used to write them .

These symbolic establishments of Croatian supremacy are also accompanied by provision s

stating that "national equality" is among the greatest values of the constitutional order (art . 3)

and declaring the equality of members of all nations and minorities (art . 15[a]) and the

"cultural autonomy" of the members of all nations and minorities (art . 15[b]) . But the

actions of the Croatian Democratic Union government, which wrote the constitution . did not

reassure Serbs, who were disarmed in 1990 at the same time that an "ethnically pure

Croatian guard" was formed, who saw dual-script road signs torn down even in Serbian -

majority areas, who have been made to sign loyalty oaths to Croatia, and who have watche d

as programs of "negative action" have reduced their numbers in government employment .11

They have also watched as Serbs who attempted to work within the governmental syste m

established by the CDU have resigned in frustration at the refusal of the government to mak e

any practical or symbolic concessions to Serbian concerns or fears . In the political environ-

ment of 1990-1991, the traditional legal rules of constitutional interpretation, which hold tha t

the provisions of preambles are not binding but rather are to be used as aids in interpreta-

tion, 12 have been reversed : the preamble both states and reinforces constitutional national -

ism despite the protections of the operative text .

Similar explicit formulations of constitutional nationalism are rising in other repub-

lics . 13 1989 amendments to the Slovenian constitution defined Slovenia as "the state of th e

sovereign Slovenian nation and citizens" of the republic, and granted cultural rights only to

the Hungarian and Italian minorities in the republic, which are relatively small . 14 It thus

seems that Slovenia established in 1989 a three-tiered set of national privileges : first the

"sovereign Slovenian nation," second the "autochthonous minorities," third (and with no

constitutionally recognized cultural rights) members of any other national group who, in fact ,

form the largest minority populations in Slovenia . This structure was continued in a draft o f

the constitution of the Republic of Slovenia prepared by the Commission for Constitutional
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Questions of the Slovenian Parliament, dated 12 October 1990 . The Preamble noted that

"we Slovenes have won our own national independence and our own statehood," whil e

Article 1 provided that "The Republic of Slovenia is a sovereign state, based on the inalien-

able right of the Slovene nation [narod] to self-determination ." In regard to minority rights ,

the October 1990 draft again excluded other minorities by specifying rights for only th e

Italian and Hungarian "autochthonous minorities" (Art . 3 [alternative text] ; Art . 10) . As

enacted in 1991, the Slovenian Constitution retains much of this rhetoric, referring in the

Preamble to "the basic and permanent right of the Slovene nation [narod] to self-determina-

tion" and "the historical fact that the Slovenes have formed . . . their own national identity an d

established their own statehood ." It defines Slovenia as "a state of all its citizens, based o n

the permanent and inviolable right of the Slovene nation to self-determination . "1 5

In Macedonia, a statement on state and legal relations within Yugoslavia issued by th e

Executive Council of the Republican Assembly in Fall 1990 put forth the position that

Macedonia is the "national state of the Macedonian nation [narod] founded on the sovereignty

of the nation ."16 The statement included other references to the sovereign rights of th e

Macedonian nation, but also defined Macedonia as a democratic state of citizens, thus settin g

up the inherent conflict of constitutional nationalism with current European views o f

democracy . When the Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia was proclaimed on 20

November 1991, however, the Preamble apparently took its cues primarily from that of th e

Croatian constitution of 1990 :

Resting upon the historical, cultural, spiritual and statehood heritage of th e
Macedonian people and upon its centuries long struggle for national and socia l
freedom as well as for creation of its own state, and particularly upon th e
statehood-legal traditions of the Kruševo Republic and the historical decision s
of the Antifascist Assembly of the Peoples' Liberation of Macedonia . . . as
well as upon the historical fact that Macedonia is established as a national state
of the Macedonian people providing a full citizens' equality and permanent
cohabitation of the Macedonian people with . . . [the] nationalities living in th e
Republic of Macedonia . . . .

The Assembly of Macedonia thereby justified adoption of the Constitution . Unlike the 1990

Croatian Constitution, however, the 1991 Macedonian Constitution enunciates repeatedly th e

idea of peaceful cohabitation with the minority nations in Macedonia and provides (art . 78)
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for the establishment of a Council for Interethnic Relations in the Republican Assembly ,

composed of the President of the Assembly and "two members each of the Macedonians ,

Albanians, Turks, Vlahs, Rhoma [sic] as well as two from the ranks of other nationalities i n

Macedonia." The Council is charged with considering issues of interethnic relations withi n

the republic and providing assessments and proposals for their solution to the assembly ,

which is required to consider them (but not to adopt them ; art. 78) .

Serbia presents a more covert form of constitutional nationalism, since the 199 0

Serbian Constitution defines the Republic of Serbia in explicitly non-ethnic or national terms ,

as "the democratic state of all citizens living within it" (art . l), in which "[s]overeignt y

belongs to all citizens of the republic" (art . 2) and which recognizes the "national" an d

"cultural" rights of man and citizen (art . 3) . However, its preamble also makes reference to

"the centuries-long struggle of the Serbian people" and to their determination to "create a

democratic State of the Serbian people ." Further, the 1990 Serbian Constitution differs fro m

the other republican constitutions because of its covert political aims . Where the other

republican constitutions represent more or less serious attempts to provide the basis for a

nation-state grounded on constitutional nationalism, the primary purpose of the Serbia n

constitution of 1990 was to provide the basis for the one-man rule of Slobodan Milošević .17

Thus its various statements of national equality are probably about as relevant as th e

statements of rights and freedoms in the Constitution of the USSR of 1936. In any event, the

likely impact of the 1990 constitution on minorities in Serbia can be gauged more accuratel y

when it is recognized that it was enacted to reestablish Serbia's "full sovereignty" and to

remove constitutional mechanisms for self-rule by the largest minorities in the republic . 1 8

By failing to provide such mechanisms, the Serbian Constitution has afforded scope for the

establishment of a nationalist regime fully as oppressive of minorities as those of any of th e

other ex-Yugoslav republics .

The Constitution of the Federal Republic o 	 Yugoslavia (1992) , like the 1990 Serbian

Constitution must be viewed primarily as a vehicle for maintainng the personal power of

Slobodan Milo šević rather than as a serious constitutional document . However, thi s

"Yugoslav" Constitution exhibits at least one symbol of Serbian national identity that i s

omitted in the Serbian Constitution of 1990: while the latter (art . 8) states that the official
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language of the republic is Serbo-Croatian in the Cyrillic alphabet, the federal constitutio n

(art . 15) states that the official language is Serbian in the Cyrillic alphabet .

Finally, mention must be made of Bosnia-Herzegovina . While that republic wa s

granted recognition as an independent country and accepted into the United Nations in Apri l

and May 1992, by December of that year this "state" did not, in fact, exist, since it con-

trolled almost none of its territory and its authority was denied by many of its putativ e

citizens, perhaps by a majority of them . The constitutional arrangements of this phanto m

state are of interest primarily because they are contrary to those of the other republics an d

also contrary to the political processes that were taking place in Bosnia-Herzegovina as wel l

as elsewhere in Yugoslavia .

Until late 1992, constitutions in Bosnia-Herzegovina did not reflect constitutiona l

nationalism. The 1974 constitution stressed the equality of the constituent nations of Bosnia -

Herzegovina (eg . arts . 1 ,2, 3) . However, after 1989 the politics of the republic were

driven by the same nationalist forces that dismembered Yugoslavia. Thus the result of th e

1990 elections read like a census of the republic's national groups, with nationalist parties of

the three major groups taking 80 per cent of the vote between them in proportions reflectin g

their percentages of the population . While the leaders of the groups agreed to share power ,

at the level of each opština the victorious party of the majority ethnic group took absolut e

control over local government, purging all not of their nation . 19 At the republican leve l

agreement of all three major parties would have been necessary to enact a new constitution ,

but this could not be achieved and thus no constitution could be adopted . In October 199 1

the Serbian Democratic Party's representatives walked out of the Bosnia and Herzegovin a

parliament in protest over the agreement of the Muslim and Croat parties to vote to proclai m

the sovereignty of the republic . 20 After that walkout Bosnia and Herzegovina was in th e

same constitutional position as the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia after Sloveni a

and Croatia withdrew from the federal parliament, with the same constitutional (il)legitimac y

and the same impossibility of establishing any political consensus, to say nothing of enactin g

a constitution .

This lack of consensus on constitutional structures is reflected in the Report of the

Co-Chairmen [of the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia] on Progress in
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Developing a Constitution for Bosnia and Herzegovina and its appended "Proposed Constitu-

tional Structure for Bosnia and Herzegovina" of 27 October 1992 . 21 This Report states

frankly that

two of the parties contend that in designing a government for the country a
predominant role must be given to these "constituent peoples" [Muslims, Serb s
and Croats] . The other party considers that there should be no such over t
recognition, although it admits that the political processes of the country hav e
been and are likely to continue to be characterized by religio/ethnic fac-
tors . 22

The "Proposed Constitutional Structure" would treat this impasse by creating a highly

decentralized state of seven to ten provinces . The boundaries of these provinces would b e

drawn on geographic rather than ethnic criteria, but it is recognized that "[g]iven th e

demographic composition of the country, it is likely that many of the provinces (but no t

necessarily all) will have a sizeable majority of one of the three major groups ."' The

federal government would have minimal powers and the federal units would retain exclusiv e

jurisdiction over such areas of governmental and social concern as police, financial institu-

tions and radio and television, among others . The rights of minorities would be protecte d

through rotation of federal functions and through the activities of special organs such as an

International Commission on Human Rights for Bosnia and Herzegovina, four ombudsmen ,

and a human rights court . There would be only one citizenship of Bosnia and Herzegovina ,

and no ethnic identification of citizens could be required on official documents ; however,

dual citizenship (with other states) would be permitted .

The "Proposed Constitutional Structure for Bosnia and Herzegovina" was thus perhap s

the only constitutional document in play in what was Yugosla via in 1992 that was not based

on constitutional nationalism . At the same time, this document was not drafted by any of th e

democratically elected leaders in Bosnia and Herzegovina but rather by the International

Conference on the Former Yugoslavia.24 Further, the "Proposed Constitutional Structure "

resembles nothing so much as the Yugoslav federal constitution of 1974 and the proposed (o r

perhaps wishfully thought) "state" of Bosnia and Herzegovina could be paralyzed by the

refusal of provincial governments to honor central authority in the same way that the

Slovenes pioneered the destruction of the Yugoslav federation in 1989 . 25
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The travails of constitutionalism in Bosnia and Herzegovina since 1990 thus illustrat e

the incongruity between the supposed norms of European democracy and the nationa l

chauvinist politics that destroyed Yugoslavia . The irony or perhaps tragedy of the situation

is that these politics were justified as "democratic," and accepted as such by the Europea n

Community and the United States, on the grounds of "self-determination ." The incompatibil-

ity between self-determination as political ideology and democratic constitutionalism a s

recommended by the European Community and the United States is thus apparent, 26 but its

implications must be explored .

NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY : BINDING THE STATE TO THE (ETHNIC) NATION

The sovereignty of the ethnic nation (narod) requires the definition of its subject ,

since only one entity may be sovereign . Constitutional nationalism both establishes and

attempts to protect the construction of that nation as a bounded unity : a sovereign being with

its own defining language, culture and perhaps "biological essence," the uniqueness of whic h

must be defended at any cost. This concept of nationalism is made explicit by Croatia n

President Franjo Tudjman27 in a theoretical treatise on nationalism published in English i n

1981 :

Nations . . . grow up in a natural manner . . . as a result of the development o f
all those material and spiritual forces which in a given area shape the nationa l
being of individual nations on the basis of blood, linguistic and cultura l
kinship . 2 8

This view of "nation" as a kind of collective individual defined in part by shared physica l

substance29 has disturbing implications, for it can easily be transformed into racism (a ste p

that Tudjman expressly rejected in his treatise) . Empirically, racist views of the Yugoslav

nations should be disproved by the widespread practice of intermarriage, although "mixed"

marriages have been under pressure since 1991 . 30 Even in the most homogenous republic ,

Slovenia, only 73 per cent of the children listed on the 1981 census issued from "ethicall y

pure" Slovenian marriages, while in the most bitterly contested areas of Croatia (e .g . Eastern

Slavonija), as many as 35 per cent of the children born in 1981 were from mixed Serb-Croat

marriages . 31 Yet the ethnic homogenization of the republics is a key nationalist goal, whic h

in such mixed settings may well take on racist implications .
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The cultural concomitants of national identity are also being increasingly viewed a s

bounded, determinate structures of language, belief, religion, practice. In a return to an old

European concatenation, a given nation is seen as having a single language, a single culture ,

a single heritage, a single interest . This view of the nation as collective individual is linke d

to the concept of nation-state as an individual actor through the linked concepts of nationa l

sovereignty and self-determination . To again quote Tudjman ,

Every nation, no matter what its size or character, has the natural and histori c
right to its sovereignty and a place in the human community, just as the
individual has in society . . . . Only a free and sovereign nation, like a fully
developed and free human being, can give its full contribution to the world . 32

And in another established European pattern . the state justified on the existence of the nation

moves to solidify the cultural boundaries of the individual nation, differentiating it fro m

others. Or, as Hobsbawm puts it (1990 :10), the state makes the nation, not the nation the

state . 33 A constitution, as the definition of the state, may make the connection betwee n

state and (ethnic) nation clear through the rhetoric of constitutional nationalism .

FROM STATE SOCIALISM TO STATE CHAUVINISM : "TOTAL
NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY" AS CONSTITUTIONAL IDEOLOGY

The centrality of sovereignty to the nationalist governments of the post-communis t

Yugoslav republics has been seen by some Yugoslav analysts as the key to a new ideology .

As a dissident34 Slovenian writer put the matter in 1990, nationalism has

exchange[d] the ideology of the universal liberation of "the working class" fo r
the ideology of "total national sovereignty ." This is not in any sense a matte r
of rational categories, but rather of sovereignty as a value in itself, as th e
highest value, the cost of which is irrelevant . 3 5

In terms of ruling formal ideologies one might thus view the transition in each Yugosla v

republic as having been from state socialism into state chauvinism, and the class enemy a s

being replaced by the traitor to the ethnic nation, now politically sovereign .

This transformation of ideology may be seen in the constitutions of the ex-Yugoslav

republics, compared to the ideological underpinnings of the 1974 federal constitution . As

Slobodan Samardžić has noted, 36 that constitution envisioned a form of dual sovereignty ,

the bearers of which were the "working class and all working people" on the one hand, and
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the "nations and nationalities" of Yugoslavia on the other . In essence, this dualism may be

seen as an attempt to bridge the gap between the two great organizing principles of European

political thought since the early 19th century : class and nation. 37 However, as Samardžić

says, this was a risky strategy because it based one sovereignty on the ideological basis o f

"self-management socialism" and with the demise of that ideology, "the state order lost on e

of its sovereigns."38 All that remained was the nation, and the ideology of nationalism . In

central Europe, of course, nationalism as constitutional ideology has a long history and the

adoption of state chauvinism as a constitutional ideology may thus have marked the entry o f

all of the former Yugoslav republics into "central Europe . "

Viewing the ideological transition in this way may seem overly facile, especially so

since it ignores the distinctive features of socialist economics . Yet the ideological compari-

son is useful because it reminds us that in these nationalist configurations, as in the socialis t

ones, the individual citizen is subsumed by the group, nation displacing class as the basi c

category of social thought or, in Ernest Gellner's depiction, as contenders for identificatio n

as the real dramatis personae of history . 39 As Tudjman's formulation of the concept shows ,

the nation becomes a sort of collective individual, against whom physical individuals have no

standing . This subsuming of the individual by the group, which runs counter to the "modern

ideology" and to dominant liberal theories of both market economics and political democrac y

since at least the late eighteenth century,'' transforms the nationalist state into a potentially

totalizing one, one claiming the right to define not only the identity of the nation, but also o f

the actual individuals who comprise this corporate individual . Such definition is manifested

in laws defining citizenship, which are an integral part of regimes of constitutiona

l nationalism.41 The most basic rights in the new republics will be determined by citizenship: not

only the rights to vote and stand for election, but the	 right to own property, the right t o

work, even the right to reside in what has always been one's home . The sorting to be made

is not between newcomers and natives, however, but largely between peoples who have lon g

lived in the republic in which they found themselves when Yugoslavia disintegrated in 1991 -

1992 . In a sense, the effect of the_ citizenship laws will be the reverse of naturalization in th e

United States, and will turn people in the various republics who had been fellow citizens i n

federal Yugoslavia (and thus guaranteed equal rights in all republics under the federal
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constitution [Art. 249]) into foreigners with very few rights of any kind . At the same time ,

at least some republics are considering laws that would permit people who are citizens o f

other states (and who may never have been to the territory of Yugoslavia) to become citizen s

by virtue of ethnic heritage . While this latter kind of law is not unknown in the world--Israe l

and Ireland spring immediately to mind--the combination of denaturalization of large number s

of residents and adoption of large numbers of non-residents is unusual, to say the least . 42 A

beter example of the power of theimagined community43 to destroy actually existin g

communities would be hard to find .

Proposed citizenship laws often would require long residence by those hoping to b e

admitted . A draft law discussed in Slovenia in late 1991 would require a candidate fo r

citizenship who was born outside of Slovenia to demonstrate ten years' residence in th e

republic, the last five of them continuous, plus knowledge of the Slovenian language to th e

satisfaction of a commission, and other requirements' At the same time, many of thes e

requirements are waived for "Slovene emigrants and their descendants up to the thir d

generation"--the term "Slovene emigrants" implying ethnicity and not equating "emigrant s

from Slovenia."45 In Macedonia in mid-1992, the government proposed a requirement o f

five years of continuous residence for citizenship, but the ultranationalist VMRO-DPMN E

wanted to require fifteen years of continuous residence. 46 While residency requirements fo r

naturalization are common enough in the world, these are very long . As for other require-

ments, it is obvious that seemingly neutral tests and requirements can be manipulated to

discriminate against some classes of citizens, Indeed, the U .S . Supreme Court has lon g

required "strict scrutiny" of such tests, rejecting their over-rigorous application, followin g

the uncovering of pervasive use of supposedly objective literacy and residence tests t o

exclude black people from enrolling as voters in southern states .

An interesting new twist in these laws is the assertion of special rights for members o f

the "state nation" who are not actually citizens of the state . The 1991 Slovenian Constitutio n

(art . 5) provides that "Slovenes without Slovenian citizenship can enjoy special rights an d

benefits in Slovenia ." In the Croatian elections in 1990 and 1992, ethnic Croats outside o f

Croatia were allowed to vote, even when they were not citizens of Yugoslavia (1990) o r

Croatia (1992) . Similarly, several east European constitutions (e .g. Hungary, Romania and
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Albania) assert a right of their state to protect members of the "state nation" who are citizen s

of other states--provisions dubious under international law and likely to be dangerous fo r

international relations.47

Evidence that the new Yugoslav republics may themselves apply "strict scrutiny" t o

some categories of applicants for citizenship can be seen in the documents required o f

applicants for citizenship in the new Federal Republic of Yugoslavia : evidence of citizenship

(of Serbia or Montenegro) for the applicant plus photocopies of proof of citizenship for both

of his or her parents, plus birth certificate and proof of citizenship for the applicant's spouse .

For children, evidence of citizenship of both parents is required ." While such requirement s

may be simply a continuation of the overzealous bureaucracy long familiar to citizens o f

central and eastern Europe, the opportunity thus provided to deny citizenship to applicants i s

also apparent . It might be suggested that the next several years will see a form of bureau-

cratic "ethnic cleansing" in which, for example, ethnic Serbs from Croatia who are residen t

of Serbia will acquire Serbian citizenship, while ethnic Croats from Croatia who haveresided

in Serbia for just as long will not ; or ethnic Slovenes from Croatia will attain Slovenia n

citizenship while their ethnic Croat or Serb neighbors, also immigrants, will not ; or the

children of ethnic Croats from Croatia who were born outside of that republic will attai n

Croatian citizenship while the children of ethnic Serbs from Croatia who were born outsid e

of the republic will not . Often members of the latter group in each of these cases will leave,

thus accomplishing the same goal as denial of citizenship .

The determination of legal benefits by ethno-national class may rival the excesses o

the communists' determination of legal benefits by social class . The property of members of

"enemy" nations is as subject to destruction and confiscation in 1992 as was the property of

the bourgeoisie in 1945 . One suspects that an unfortunate ethnic heritage may be as much a

handicap in public life in systems of state chauvinism as an unfortunate class background wa s

in many systems of state socialism . Thus the state defined by state chauvinism likely to be

as totalizing 	 as were those defined	 by 	 state socialism . In the formerly Yugoslav republics ,

the chances of developing a "civil society " seem remote, as can be seen in the techniques o f

control now being exerted in them over the incipient "civil society" that had existed in

Yugoslavia under • last decade of communism.49 In what was Yugoslavia, the press,
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once the most free in the world of state socialism, has been brought under rigorous con-

trol . 50 In Serbia, the government tried to impose a statute governing the university tha t

would have removed any autonomy from the academy by giving the government explici t

authority to appoint academic administrators down to the level of dean of the individual

faculties, which was eventually passed in a somewhat modified form that gives faulty som e

potential say in selecting administrators . 51 Direct control over young men has been asserted

through conscription and, in November 1991 in Serbia and Croatia, through prohibitions o n

foreign travel of potentially draft-age men (up to age 50), thus ending the tradition o f

freedom to travel that since 1965 had been another distinguishing feature of Yugoslavia' s

special brand of communism . Of course . the catastrophe of Bosnia-Herzegovina in 199 2

makes any reference to "civil society" by politicians who have brought on and now continu e

the civil war seem a joke in extraordinarily poor taste . As the war has intensified in wha t

was Yugoslavia, the social space for non-state action or for fostering independent thought has

shrunk .

BUILDING A HOUSE DIVIDE D

The link between "national sovereignty" as the basis of constitutional nationalism and

as the root concept of a totalizing ideology reveals the structural flaw of any political edific e

based on this principle . Crudely put, the excluded minorities of a state based on constitution -

al nationalism have no future in a polity so defined . As a people they will be disfavored ; as

individuals they will face discrimination . Thus constitutional nationalism, while effective a s

a tool for cementing majoritarian support . must alienate the minorities against whom it i s

directed ; and they will be prone to favor secession from a polity that defines its essence as

based on their exclusion . Constitutional nationalism therefore builds a massive structura l

flaw into the polity that it is meant to define, since the permanent exclusion of minorities wil l

likely make them at best indifferent and at worst hostile to the state .

At the same time, the rhetoric of democracy that adorns the state defined by constitu-

tional nationalism can be used to delegitimize minority protest . If all are putatively equal

(even if actually unequal), resistance to institutionalized inequality may be viewed by th e

dominant ethnic group as hostility towards themselves and not to the constitutional nationalist
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state . Throughout Yugoslavia, majoritarian politicians have made the most of the opportuni-

ties afforded by this point of view . The result is to further the processes of polarization ,

rendering the nationalist state even more illegitimate to minorities and the presence of thes e

"hostile" minorities inimical, in the eyes of many in the majority, to the majority nation's

"right to self-determination . "52 Of course, the steps "required" to deal with separatis t

minorities will often reduce the chances for democratic politics even within the majorit y

community . Stanley Tambiah makes this point from the experience of Sri Lanka, 53 but it

will be immediately clear to those who have watched the stillbirth of democracy in various o f

the formerly Yugoslav republics, and specifically in Serbia .

The problems of a house divided are not likely to be solved even when it is broken u p

into smaller units, particularly since the condominium solution--federation--is rejected out of

hand by calls for total national sovereignty . An ironic consequence of the partition of what

had been federal states is that secession is likely to increase irredentism and thus leave th e

newly separated states in a condition of permanent hostility and confrontation.54 This result

is explicable by the inconsistency of international law which simultaneously favors both self-

determination and the sanctity of frontiers, two principles that must conflict in real world

states that are ethnically heterogenous--though they could be congruent if states were

homogenous . This last thought prompts the question of whether the apparently conflictin g

principles of international law reflect a deeper and unstated assumption of modern Wester n

thought concerning the inherent nature of international society and the "proper" compositio n

of sovereign states .

NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY AND GENOCIDE IN CENTRAL EUROP E

The centrality of sovereignty in interstate rations should not obscure the cultura l

assumptions that seem to underlie it in its nationalist guise . As Louis Dumont has reminded

us, the concept of territorial sovereignty--a state sovereign over all within its boundaries--i s

distinctly modern;55 indeed, even the concept itself of a geographically bounded polity ma y

not have existed in many non-European societies until the period of European colonialism . 56

Older forms of sovereignty are based on the duties and obligation of loyalty of members o f

social, religious or ethnic groups to the group and its leaders, regardless of where they are
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found. 57 While some elements of these distinctions remain in the recognition of differen t

rights and obligations for citizens and resident non-citizens within the territory of a state ,

citizenship in the modern conception is a leveling category : all citizens are or should b e

equal .

When the "nation" is defined in terms of race, language and culture, this equality o f

citizenship is impossible . Even if one were to accept as legitimate the concept of "separate

but equal," those	 not of	 the dominant ethnic group must be politically s uobrdinate. Hence

the concept of "national sovereignty" precludes the modern concept	 o f territorial sovereignty

based on a polity of equal citizens -unless the citizens are

	

one nation. For this	 reason

Franjo Tudjman sees pro cess of	 ethnonational homogenization as inevitable, even when it

includes genocidal acts. In his words ,

throughout history there have always been attempts at a "final solution" fo r
foreign and undesirable racial-ethnic or religious groups through expulsion ,
extermination, and conversion to the "true religion" . . . . It is a vain task to
attempt to ascertain the rise of all or some forms of genocidal activity in only
some historical period . Since time immemorial, they [genocidal practices]
have always existed in one or another form, with similar consequences i n
regard to their own place and time, regardless of their differences in propor-
tion or origin . . . . Reasoning that would assign genocidal inclinations, reasonin g
or goals to only some nations or racial-ethnic communities, to only som e
cultural-civilizational spheres and social-revolutionary movements, or to only
some individual religions and ideologies is completely mistaken and beyon d
any thought of historical reality . 5 8

This is not to say that Tudjman personally condones genocide . Quite the contrary : he has

said that those who have killed nations are criminals in the eyes of history . 59 However, a s

a historian, heclearly view the reprensible acts of genocide as inevitable for th ecreation

of a true nation-state in a multinational regio n

One need not accept Tudjman's conclusions, however, to see his arguments a s

revealing a conceptual basis for the ferocity of the clash of nationalisms in central Europe .

While his	 writings are concerned primarily with conditions specific to Croatia, the tension

they exemplify between the concepts of territorial sovereignty, based on a polity of equa l

citizens, and national sovereignty, based on the exclusive right of 	 the members of one	 ethnic

group to their own state, resemble the 	 tensions that Dumont has identified in "German
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ideology" between individualism and ethnonational community . 60 Dumont has seen th e

"totalitarian disease" of national socialism as an aberration from modern ideology because o f

its transformation of the principle of individualism (which implies the struggle of all agains t

all) into a philosophy of inherent racial conflict and extermination . The ideology of nation as

collective individual	 based on race, language and culture also provides the conceptualbasis

for the polarization of populations into components of nations, and for their differential

treatment on the basis of national identity . Indeed, the ideology of national sovereignty, of

the right to national self determination, effectively requires such discrimination, for withou t

it, the boundaries of the majority nation cannot be maintained .

Hitler, of course, for reasons that Dumont sees as partly tactical . partly philosophical

and partly idiosyncratic, defined groups in terms of race rather than nation : according to

Hitler the history of all hitherto existing society is the history of race struggles (and Dumont

argues, persuasively, that Hitler meant his movement to be "a sort of antithetical copy" o f

Marxism, replacing the class struggle with a race struggle).61 Ethnonationalism is milder ,

because the struggles for national identity may be limited to territories in which nations

overlap ; one may (and must) have national purity in one country, even if socialism or racis m

know no state boundaries . Again, national sovereignty and territorial sovereignty must

coincide.

Dumont, by concentrating on Hitler's purely physical racism . ties the viciousness o f

national socialism directly to the specifics of the German ideology . Perhaps Dumont, like

many another anthropologist, fails to see a more general phenomenon by concentratin g

exclusively on the specifics of a single culture . In fact, almost all of the multinational

polities of mitteleuropa--Croatia . Hungary, Romania and Slovakia, as well as Germany-- ha d

manifest tendencies towards fascism during World War H . All of these regions had major

concentrations of minority nations but majority populations yearning to create nation-states .

The political definition of the nation-state in the modern era has been territorial

sovereignty, while the political essence of the nation-state is national sovereignty . While the

first may be acceptable to minority populations, the second cannot be . If Tudjman's concept

of nation as collective individual is representative of beliefs held more widely, as I believe i t

is, then minorities are foreign to the bodies politic and social in a nation-state of the
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majority . Thus for the majority to attain its primary goal of the nation state, only tw o

choices are possible : "the territorial truncation of the state, or the expulsion of the disloya l

minorities ."62 Essentially, this choice would require the negation of one of the two conflict-

principles of international law : sanctity of borders, or national self-determination . A

regime that engages in "ethnic cleansing," however, or what Tudjman views as the inevitabil-

ity of programs of expulsion, extermination and conversion, may justify its actions, at leas t

to its own people, as maintaining both of these principles . Total national sovereignty

requires both is inviolable borders and a homogenous population, 	 thus making bothterritorial

and national sovereignty coincide . With this in mind, Tudjman's recognition of the inevita -

CONCLUSION

Constitutional nationalism manifests an attempt to reconcile two opposing concepts of

sovereignty : territorial and ethnonational . Since constitutions are in the end political

platforms expressed in legal terms, and the political essence of constitutional nationalism i s

the total sovereignty of the dominant nation, minorities in such a system are realistic in thei r

assumption that the provisions asserting that they will be treated equally are unlikely to b e

implemented. For this reason, regimes of constitutional nationalism, despite their justifica-

tion in the "right to self-determination" and their overt espousal of democracy and equality ,

seem likely to alienate minority populations and to produce not democracy or freedom bu t

civil war and its consequent authoritarian politics--the tragic fate of post-socialist Yugoslavia .

Two wider conclusions also follow from this analysis, one political, the other cultural .

In the political realm, if "democracy" is conceived of as requiring a polity of equal citizens ,

or at least as requiring the protection of minorities, ethnonational self-determination is an

anti-democratic principle . In the cultural realm, the appeal of constitutional nationalism ma y

reveal the elements of central European thought that make military or bureaucratic "ethni c

cleansing," if not genocide itself, inevitable . If this last point is true, then there is a truly

bitter iron to what the Yugoslav civil war reveals about Europe . Far from "turning the

	

,

bility of "final solutions" may be seen as a particularly blunt statement of central Europea n

political reality grounded in the need to overcome a basic contradiction in European social

and political thought .
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dream of a united Europe into a nightmare" (as the International Herald Tribune put the mat-

ter63), the constitutional nationalism of the various	 formerly Yugoslav republics may simply

show how much the ideals of the European community ignore the nightmarish contradictions

inherent in modern European social and political thought.
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